We address the problem of optimal multi-agent path finding (MAPF) in this paper. The task is to find a set of actions for each agent in know terrain so that each agent arrives to its desired destination from a given starting position. Agents are not allowed to collide with each other along their paths. Furthermore, a solution that minimizes the total time is required. In this paper we study search-based algorithms that systematically explore state space. These algorithms require a good heuristic function that can improve the computational effectiveness by changing the order in which the states are expanded. We propose such new heuristic, which is based on relaxation of MAPF solving via its reduction to multi-commodity flow over time expanded graph. The multi-commodity flow is relaxed to single commodity flow, which can be solved in polynomial time.
INTRODUCTION
Multi-agent path finding (MAPF) is the task of finding collision free paths for a set of mobile agents so that each agent can reach its goal position by following the determined path (Kornhauser et al., 1984; Surynek, 2009; Sharon et al., 2013) . The MAPF problem recently attracted considerable attention from research community and many concepts and techniques have been devised to address this problem.
An abstraction in which an environment with agents is represented by a graph is often used in the literature (Ryan, 2008) . Agents in this abstraction are items placed in the nodes of the graph. Edges represent passable regions. Physical space occupancy of agents is represented by the restriction that at most one agent can be placed in each node. The time is discrete which means that agents can do a single move in a time step.
We address the problem of generating optimal solution to MAPF which is computationally hard as shown in (Ratner and Warmuth, 1990 ) but well motivated. Optimal solutions are important in navigation domains when we need to minimize time consumption (see (Sharon et al., 2013) for the detailed survey).
We specifically concentrate on search-based algorithms for MAPF based on A*. Recent developments in A* algorithms for MAPF shows that a significant progress has been made by integrating sophisticated heuristics into A*. Our contribution follows this direction as well. We are trying to improve base-line A* algorithm for MAPF by incorporating a novel heuristic that is inspired by network flows. Network flows conceptually resemble the MAPF problem where we don't care about agents identities (that is, agents are anonymous).
The positive aspect of network flows is that many efficient algorithms exist in this domain. Similar observation has been already made by Ma and Koenig in (Ma and Koenig, 2016) who successfully integrated network flow algorithms into a search-based optimal MAPF algorithm called conflict-based search (CBS) (Sharon et al., 2012) . We are doing a similar attempt of network flow integration but within the framework of A* algorithm.
PROBLEM DEFINITION
Our task is to find a sequence of actions for each agent that leads that agent from its initial position to its final desired position without colliding with other agents. When we say position, we address only one agent, in contrast when we say state, we refer to all agents and their positions (for example by state of the graph we mean placement of all agents into nodes of the graph). In general we can track positions of every agents by function α k : A → V that gives us position (a node in graph) of an agent in time step k. Formally we can define an instance of MAPF as follows.
Definition 1. An instance of MAPF is an ordered 4-tuple (G, A, α 0 , α + ), where G = (V, E) is a graph, A is a set of agents, and α 0 and α + are initial and final state, respectively.
The solution of MAPF is a sequence of steps that form permissible path for each agent. There are many different approaches to what a permissible path is. In this paper we will allow an agent to move from node u to an unoccupied node v if there exists a directed edge u, v . Furthermore, we allow agent to move to an occupied node v if the agent in node v is moving to another node in the same time step. This definition follows the variant from (Yu and LaValle, 2013b) . It allows agents to move in one direction on a fully occupied cycle. A prohibited move is to swap two adjacent agents with each other.
As indicated before, we will consider movement of agents as follows. In each time step every agent moves according to allowed moves. Staying in the same position (no-op) is also an allowed move. The number of these steps it takes to get all agents to their final positions is referred to as makespan. The difference in agent movements is important when we talk about optimal solution to the MAPF problem. We define optimal solution as a solution in which each agent is in its final position in the minimal time step, i.e. we want to find a solution with minimal makespan. Finding of such optimal solution is NP-Hard (Ratner and Warmuth, 1990; Yu and LaValle, 2013b) .
In next chapters, we will discuss state search algorithms that use heuristic functions with the following important property.
Definition 2. A heuristic function h() is monotone, iff it satisfies the following condition
where m(a, b) is the actual cost from state a to state b.
RELATED WORK
There are many approaches to solving optimal MAPF problem. The solutions may be acquired via reduction of the problem to satisfiability (Kautz and Selman, 1999) or other NP-hard problem. Other approach are search-based algorithms (Sharon et al., 2013; Sharon et al., 2012; Boyarski et al., 2015) .
In this paper we will focus mainly on algorithms that improve the basic A* algorithm (Hart et al., 1968) , for which we propose new heuristic. We will also remind of the solution of MAPF via its reduction to multi-commodity flow, which is the inspiration for our heuristic.
Operator Decomposition
The standard A* algorithm when applied to MAPF has a branching factor that is exponential in the number of agents (Silver, 2005) . Each agent can choose one of its neighbors in a non-colliding way and then all the agents proceed according to their choice which results in a new state. Such approach is impractical and therefore a technique of operator decomposition (OD) (Standley, 2010) has been developed to reduce the branching factor.
Instead of moving all the agents to their next positions at once, agents advance to the next position one by one in a fixed order within the OD concept. The original operator for obtaining the next state is thus decomposed into a sequence of operators with small branching factor (the branching factor is bounded by the degree of a node The value of g() is simply 0 for the initial state. For every other state, the value is g() of its predecessor plus one (we assume unit costs of actions). We can notice that the standard states are those, whose g() value is divisible by number of agents. As a heuristic function, Standley proposes the sum of shortest paths of each agent from its current position to its final position.
Treatment of collisions between agents when they are advanced to their next position need to be done with a special care. As we allow movements of agents into nodes that are vacated by other agents, the OD must be allowed to temporarily move agents into positions occupied by agents that have not yet finished their move. Temporary collisions are eventually resolved after all the agents finish their move and the standard state is reached. For further details about precise implementation of OD we refer the reader to (Standley, 2010) .
Independent Subproblems
Another method proposed in (Standley, 2010) to further improve performance of the A* algorithm is called independence detection. The main idea behind this technique is that difficulty of optimal MAPF solving grows exponentially with the number of agents. It would be ideal, if we could divide the problem into a series of smaller sub problems, solve them independently, and then combine them.
The simple approach, called simple independence detection (SID), assigns each agent to a group so that every group consists of exactly one agent. Then, for each of these groups, an optimal solution is found independently. Every pair of these solutions is evaluated and if the two groups solutions are in conflict, the groups are merged and replanned together. If there are no conflicting solutions, the solutions can be merged to a single optimal solution of the original problem.
This approach can be further improved by trying to avoid the merging of groups. Generally, each agent has more than one possible optimal path. However, SID considers only one of these paths. The improvement of SID known as independence detection (ID) is as follows. Let there be two conflicting groups G 1 and G 2 . First, try to replan G 1 so that the new solution has the same cost and the steps that are in conflict with G 2 are forbidden. If no such solution is possible, try to similarly replan G 2 . If this is not possible, merge G 1 and G 2 into a new group. In case either of the replanning was successful, that group needs to be evaluated with every other group again. This can lead to infinite cycle. Therefore, if two conflicting groups have already been in conflict before, merge them without trying to replan. For further details about ID and another improvement called conflict avoidance table we refer the reader to (Standley, 2010) .
Both SID and ID do not solve MAPF on its own, they only divide problem into smaller sub problems that are solved by other algorithm.
Multi-commodity Flow
A reduction to multi-commodity flow problem has been proposed in (Yu and LaValle, 2012) . The reduction shows correspondence between MAPF and multi-commodity flow over a time expanded graph. First, we will define multi-commodity flow problem.
Definition 3. Given a directed graph G = (V, E), where each edge (u, v) ∈ E has an integer capacity cap(u, v) and positive cost cost (u, v) .
, where s i ,t i ∈ V are source and sink, respectively and d i is the demand. The flow of commodity i along edge (u, v) is f i : E → N. Find an assignment of flow which satisfies the constraints:
For this definition, we want to find the minimum cost multi-commodity flow. Which means minimizing
This problem with two or more commodities is itself an NP-hard problem (Even et al., 1976) .
We also need to define the time expanded graph that will be used. We follow the idea known from domain independent planning and SAT-based approach to MAPF where representation of states is expanded over all the possible time steps (Kautz and Selman, 1999; Yu and LaValle, 2012; Surynek, 2015) . A visualization of such graph with i layers and copies of nodes u and v with appropriate new edges is shown in Figure 1 .
Definition 4. For an input directed graph G = (V, E) we define time expended graph with i layers as
In addition, we also add edges (u j , u j+1 ) and (u j , u j ) for each u and j. All nodes with the same index j are called the j −th layer of the time expanded graph. Assume we have an instance of MAPF problem (G, A, α 0 , α + ) that can be solved in makespan T . We construct a time expanded graph G T +1 with T +1 layers and define an instance of multi-commodity flow on this graph as follows. Let there be |A| commodities (i.e. one for each agent) and label nodes in the first layer as sources according to α 0 and similarly label nodes in the T + 1 − th layer as sinks according to α + . For example, if agent's a starting position is in node v and its goal is in node u in the original graph G then a commodity that represents this agent has source in node v 1 and sink in node u T +1 in the time expanded graph. Every edge is given unit capacity and unit cost. For each commodity we have a demand of one.
If we find solution to such multi-commodity flow problem, then the edges with unit flow represent paths of agents. Thus if there is edge such as f k (u j , v j+1 ) = 1 then that means agent k moved from node u to node v in time-step j. If there is edge such as f k (u j , u j+1 ) = 1 then that means agent k did not move in time-step j. Edges inside of a layer are there to make it impossible for more agents to occupy one node at the same time. Since all the capacities are one, the flow between two nodes inside a layer can be zero or one. This means only one edge coming to u j can have assigned flow of one.
Let us note that such definition of time expanded graph gives correct solutions only for directed graphs. If G is undirected, there exists a flow that swaps positions of two agents connected by an edge, which is prohibited in the standard MAPF definition. In their publication, Yu and LaValle (Yu and LaValle, 2012) suggested a graph construction that excludes such flows. However, in our paper we have no need for this construction.
It is shown in (Yu and LaValle, 2013a ) that this reduction of MAPF instance that can be solved in makespan T to multi-commodity flow problem is correct. 
FLOW HEURISTIC
Now we will describe our new heuristic that shall be used with the OD algorithm. The flow-based heuristic (or just flow heuristic) is obtained by relaxation of the previously described multi-commodity flow reduction. First, we shall define flow and flow network. Definition 5. Let G = (V, E) be a directed graph, where each edge (u, v) ∈ E has an integer capacity cap(u, v). Let there be nodes s,t ∈ V , denoted as source and sink. The 4-tuple (G, cap, s,t) is a flow network. Flow is a function f : E → N with following properties:
The construction of the time expanded graph is the same as before. To define the maximum flow problem over this graph G T , we need to assign capacities and one source and one sink. The source is a new node s added to the graph with new edges (s, v 1 ), where v are appropriate nodes occupied by agents. Similarly, the sink is added as node t with edges (v T ,t), where v are goals of all agents. Capacities of all edges in the graph are unit.
In the following description of the flow heuristic, we will refer to the pseudo code in Algorithm 1. The heuristic needs the original graph G, the set of the agents (or just its size), and the current state and the final state. We initialize the time expanded graph as empty and set the maximal flow as 0. The variable i denotes number of layers that the time expanded graph should have. The first iteration is with two layers, since α k is not the final state, there has to be at least one agent that needs to move.
In the while loop, we try to find the minimal number of layers that would yield permissible paths for each agent to any goal, not necessarily its own. The cycle can be terminated when the found flow is equal to the number of agents. This means we found a path for each agent without them colliding. The flow can never be bigger than the number of agents, because there are only |A| edges of unit capacity connected to the source.
Over constructed flow network a maximal flow is found by any flow algorithm. For example in our implementation, we use Dinitz's algorithm (Dinitz, 1970) . If the maximal flow is not sufficient then a next iteration is performed over time expanded graph with additional layer.
The output of the heuristic is simply a number that states how many steps (including no-op) all the agents need to do, until the final state is reached. This number corresponds to the h() value in OD algorithm. The steps are represented by edges with non-zero flow that are between the layers. Thus the pathLengths can be simply calculated as (i − 1) * |A|. 
Detailed Graph Construction
This heuristic is used with the OD algorithm with standard and intermediate states. The heuristic was described for standard state. In case α k is an intermediate state, where the first l agents moved, small changes must be made. When adding the source s, the added edges will be either (s, v 1 ) for agents that have not yet moved, or (s, v 2 ) for agents that have moved. This means the edges are connected to corresponding nodes in the second layer. There is alway at least two layers, therefore it is possible. This is done to compensate for the agents movement in this time step.
An improvement in performance of the heuristic is to start with more than only two layers. A good estimation of how many layers to start with is to compute for each agent the shortest path (ignoring other agents) in the original graph and take the longest of these paths. The length of this path plus one is the number of layers to start with. This is because this agent has to travel at least this distance. Others may have to travel shorter distance, but since we are interested in makespan, the others have to wait for the last one to arrive. These distances can be computed one time in advance for every pair of nodes. If the current state is intermediate and the agent already moved, then the distance is reduced by one.
Another improvement is to build the graph efficiently. Due to its structure, we can add one layer in each iteration and change the sink accordingly, instead of building the whole graph. We can even save the graph for next call of the heuristic. If more layers are needed, then we add them. If less layers are needed, we add the sink to the appropriate layer.
Properties of the Heuristic
For efficient use in the OD algorithm, we need to prove the following theorem. Theorem 1. The flow heuristic is monotone.
Proof. To show that the heuristic is monotone, we want to show that the inequality
holds true for any state α a and its descendant state α b . As was shown in (Pearl, 1984) , we need to assume only direct descendants of state α a , i.e. α b = α a+1 . We can compute m(α a , α a+1 ) as difference of the g() value of the two states. Thus due to the properties of the OD algorithm, the following relation always holds true for two subsequent states.
When state α a changes to state α a+1 , exactly one agent made one step and the value of heuristic function can change in two possible ways. The first case is, that the action is the one planned by the flow heuristic in state α a . In this case, the value of h(α a+1 ) is exactly one smaller than the value of h(α a ). Thus the inequality holds.
The second case is that the action of the agent was not one of the possible actions planed by the heuristic. In this case, the value can either increase or remain the same. Thus the inequality still holds.
By relaxing the multi-commodity flow to a singlecommodity flow, we anonymize the agents. This means that the heuristic plans a path for each agent in such a way that they do not collide, but they are not navigated to their desired goals. Instead an agent is navigated to any goal.
So far we assumed that the input graph for the MAPF problem is directed. This was important for our construction of the time expanded graph for multicommodity flow problem. Otherwise, there would be allowed swaps, which are prohibited by definition of MAPF solution. Now we will show that when we relax the multi-commodity flow to a single-commodity flow to use it as a heuristic, it still gives the same results for undirected graphs even without the graph construction for directed graphs proposed in (Yu and LaValle, 2012) . This way we solve the flow problem over smaller time expanded graph with less nodes and edges and thus require less computational time.
Theorem 2. The value of the flow heuristic is the same when agents are allowed to swap in time expanded graph as when swaps are forbidden.
Proof. The single-commodity flow anonymize both goals and agents. Therefore, every agent is interchangeable with any other. When the heuristic plans paths that make two agents swap their positions, it is equivalent to path, where both agents stay in the same position. If we found a time expanded graph with minimal number of layers with desired flow, where two agents swap, we can find equivalent flow, where these two agents stay in the same position instead. Such correction can be seen in Figure 4 .
It is important to remember that the heuristic gives us only numerical value, not the planned paths. We introduce the correction of the paths only to show that these paths are equivalent and the heuristic, as described, gives sames results on any type of graph.
Figure 4: A correction of paths for anonymized agents on undirected graph.
EXPERIMENT
We performed experimental comparison of the mentioned search-based techniques. Altogether we compare four combinations of techniques, where the basic for all of them is OD. The list of the combinations:
• OD with the baseline heuristic (OD+baseline)
• OD with the flow heuristic (OD+flow)
• OD+baseline with ID (OD+ID+baseline)
• OD+flow with ID (OD+ID+flow)
The experiments were conducted over two types of graphs. The first one is a grid map 7x7 with obstacles in the middle. This type of graph was selected for its simple representation. The obstacles in the middle of the graph are there to ensure high interaction between agents. This is further influenced by the starting positions of the agents and their goal positions. The goal positions are always in one cluster. The starting positions are either in a cluster or in random places. This will be further referenced as centered and scattered respectively.
Since the algorithms are designed to work with any type of graph, we also added randomized oriented strongly biconnected graphs as a second type of graph. We chose this type of graph because it is guaranteed to have solution, if there are at least two unoccupied nodes (Botea and Surynek, 2015) . For these graphs, both starting and goal positions are randomized. Therefore there are three sets of test instances.
For all of these instances, we create differently difficult problems by increasing the number of agents from 2 up to 12 agents. Each type of problem (i.e. graph, starting positions, number of agents) is created multiple times. When testing, we are interested in two values. The total number of visited states -this is the exact number of how many times a heuristic is computed. The second value is the elapsed time during computation. For each instance of problem, there is two minute timeout. In the following graphs, only instances solved within the time limit are included. All of the following graphs have a logarithmic y-axis to better show differences even in smaller instances.
The fist type is grid graph with centered starting positions (see Figure 5 ). These instances enforce high interaction between agents, since they have to pass through the small gap as a group. This is the reason why adding ID does not improve the measured values as much as in other instances. We can see that the OD+flow outperforms OD+baseline in both visited states and elapsed time. The other pair with added ID performs similarly in terms of visited states. In terms of computation time, the flow heuristic is slightly worse since one call of the heuristic is more difficult to compute than the baseline heuristic. The second type is grid graph with random starting positions (see Figure 6 ). These instances do not enforce as high interaction between agents. This means that ID is much more effective, as can be seen. Both variants with flow heuristic outperforms their counterparts in hard instances. For easier instances, where the difference of searched states is much lower, the easier heuristic outperforms flow heuristic in computational time. In this example we can see that flow heuristic is orthogonal improvement to ID. The last type is randomized strongly biconnected graph with randomized both starting and goal positions (see Figure 7) . The results are similar to the previous example with the same explanation.
DISCUSSION
We described a new heuristic for search-based algorithms solving MAPF. The heuristic is based on network flow over time expanded graph. The heuristic was obtained as a relaxation of multi-commodity flow, that can be used to solve MAPF, but is an NPhard problem. We showed that this heuristic is monotone and therefore can be used effectively with search algorithms. Further, we showed that this heuristic can be used both for oriented and undirected graphs with smaller construction of the time expanded graph than is commonly used.
It can be noted that a single call of the flow heuristic is harder to compute than other heuristics. If the heuristic causes the search algorithm to expand less states, it can still be beneficial to the overall computing time. However, in small instances where there is not much room for improvement in terms of searched states, the computational time may be worse. This also affects usage of ID, since we start with smaller groups of agents and thus easier problems. Future research can focus on using both heuristic -the baseline heuristic for instances with smaller number of agents and the flow heuristic for instances with many agents.
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